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Bad Actors [3]

By Anthony Shell

Introduction
A thorough examination of the anonymous writings, and the behaviour, of Anders BEHRING BREIVIK,
prior to his murderous attacks in Oslo, and on Utøya, on the 22

nd

July 2011 – and with comparisons to his

utterances during his police/psychiatric interviews and his trial, and his ‘letters from prison’ – has provided
important insights into the true motives behind BREIVIK’s actions at those places, and at that time.

1

This research has involved the discovery by the author, and the subsequent detailed examination, of
almost 150 (electronic) documents containing apparent communications between Anders BREIVIK and
st

others, in the period between the 1 January 2003 and the 22

nd

July 2011. This is in addition to the use (in

this research) of approximately 500 primary sourced, public-domain documents.
Therefore this research is based upon a detailed examination of the communications and the activities of
Anders BREIVIK (and of others) in a 10-year period, between 2003 and 2012.

2

Investigative Report
Anders BREIVIK opened his agent provocateur / entrapment TheWanderingWhite blogspot.com account
in October 2009. However, and with no prior warning or prior explanation, he stopped blogging after a final
article on the 1

st

July 2011 (which was an update of an earlier blog of the 29

occurred just 3 weeks before he executed his murderous Oslo/Utøya attacks.

th

May 2011) – i.e. this

3

Much of the content of articles by Anders BREIVIK (in his TheWanderingWhite blog) were simply cut-andpasted from other people’s Internet publications (and often without proper attribution) – to which he then
added his own comment. This is very reminiscent of the style he also adopted for his 2011 ‘manifesto’.
In a blog in August 2010 Anders BREIVIK made this observation, on his TheWanderingWhite blog, in
regard to Serbia/Kosovo: “It is worth noting, as Srdja Trifkovic has done, that Kosovo independence [from
Serbia] threatens Israel's existence, not only by creating another Islamic state (run by the Kosovo
Liberation Army no less), but by creating a precedent for Arab secession from Israel.”

1

4

For the purposes of readability, Anders BEHRING BREIVIK will be abbreviated to Anders BREIVIK.

2

This report has used the results of that research to provide an introduction to a much more extensive and detailed 127-page report,
to be found at: www.darklake-synectics.co.uk/docs/oslo_and_utoya.pdf

3

Note: for his ‘.blogspot.com’ account, alias TheWanderingWhite submitted 15 posts in 2009, 29 posts in 2010, and just 2 posts in
2011 – whilst his last post on his ‘wordpress.com’ account was submitted on the 1st July 2011 (and referenced by alias Conservative
Swede on the 5th July 2011.

4

Comment inserted by TheWanderingWhite in regard to the article ‘The International Court of Justice, The United Nations, and
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Clearly BREIVIK’s concern (on this matter, in particular) was in regard to the possible dire consequences
for Israel – the creation of a separate, sovereign Palestinian State, consisting of Gaza and The West Bank
territories. It was a rare mistake by BREIVIK – a reference within his TheWanderingWhite blog not only to
his support for Israel, but also his explicit support for (as will be shown later) an extreme Zionist ideology.
However it is an examination of the extensive “useful links”, recommended by BREIVIK on his
5

TheWanderingWhite blog pages, that is therefore especially interesting. Whilst his blog list included
numerous links to conservative, counter-jihadist, nationalist individuals and organizations, within Europe
and the USA, it also includes links to a large number of US and Israeli backed ‘private’ intelligence
gathering and influencer (propaganda) organizations. This is discussed in detail, later within this report.
The content of those “links”, by Anders BREIVIK, within TheWanderingWhite, includes references to the
work of the prominent counter-jihadist Bat YE’OR (in regard to the inclusion of dhimmitude.org, and other
groups). Bat YE’OR was a Jewish refugee who fled Egypt in 1957 (one year after the Suez Crisis) and
settled in Europe. She was the originator of the concepts of both ‘dhimmitude’ and ‘Eurabia’, in the
development of her arguments regarding Islamic expansionism. After FJORDMAN and Robert SPENCER,
Bat YE’OR was the counter-jihadists most often quoted/cited by BREIVIK within his 2011 ‘manifesto’ (the
forth and fifth most quoted/cited being Daniel PIPES of MEF, and the organization MEMRI, respectively).
As an example of an especially obvious agent provocateur entrapment effort, Anders BREIVIK projected
the racist murders (of predominantly black people) by the US-based, anti-Semite, Keith Luke, onto his own
(deceitfully bogus) native, English identity (in his TheWanderingWhite blog) – describing Luke as his “hero”
who “bravely resisted Third World immigration and the Jewish domination of the United States …”
He also used that post to eulogize the actions of the serial killer Elias Abuelazam.

6

In that regard,

BREIVIK’s choice of an exemplary “hero” is very revealing. Elias ABUELAZAM was a Palestinian Christian
(and also an Israeli citizen) who had moved to the USA. However – and contrary to the claims made by
Anders BREIVIK – no evidence was ever produced to show that any of the murders committed by Elias
7

ABUELAZAM were, in fact, racially motivated. BREIVIK was (yet again) fabricating a false narrative.
The degree of agent provocateur intent, by Anders BREIVIK, is revealed in the body of that post where he
agitates “whites” in the USA to commit murder against their “negro oppressors”. Here, at that time, he was
very clearly referring to US President Barack OBAMA, and to the actions of OBAMA’s Washington DC
8

White House Administration Anders BREIVIK was peddling an especially odious narrative, and was

Kosovo, By Vojin Joksimovich on 27th July, 2010. Source: http://thewanderingwhite.blogspot.com - post for Sunday, the 1st
August 2010.
5

For example, as carried on the page: ‘Swiss Stand Up to Islam’, The Wandering White, source:
http://thewanderingwhite.blogspot.com - downloaded from the Google Way Back Machine archive.

6

‘Elias Abuelazam: Hero’, The Wandering White, Thursday 12th August 2010, source: Google cached archive copy (of the 30th
May 2014, downloaded on the 24th June 2014) of http://thewanderingwhite.blogspot.com/2010/08/elias-abuelazam-hero.html

7

‘Elias Abuelazam serial stabber case befuddles experts’, by Patrik Jonsson, 13th August 2010, Christian Science Monitor, source:
http://www.csmonitor/USA/2010/0813/ Elias-Abuelazam-serial-stabber-case-befuddles-experts

8

“Elias Abuelazam, a heroic Greek Orthodox Israeli Arab, has set an example that right-thinking people should follow all over the
world. Faced with intractable populations of increasingly dominant, malicious Negroes in nations dominated by state-enforced
political correctness, cultural-Marxist lynch-mob justice, and nearly universal lack of state respect for property rights, Whites
should take the initiative and resist their Negro oppressors to the fullest extent possible. … Weapons of mass destruction should not
be ruled out: The prospect of a nuclear weapon destroying Washington, DC, … should delight anyone unwilling to travel the road
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inadvertently revealing his actual, intended, race-baiting purpose. BREIVIK was presenting the notion of
white people as being good potential subjects for inculcating (and receptive to) bigoted, racist beliefs.
From that particular post it is therefore clear that Anders BREIVIK was eager to convey and promote a
particular loathing for President OBAMA. This included his extolling “Whites to take the initiative” – and to
kill not only the US President, but also all members of his Washington Administration. BREIVIK was
determined to conflate such views with conservative social movements within both the USA and Europe.
Whilst falsely portraying himself on his TheWanderingWhite blog as a native Englishman, Anders BREIVIK
was very much concerned with presenting his views in terms of being a stereotypical, violent, ‘white
supremacist’ (and thereby importing, and exploiting, a highly divisive, US-based, political narrative).
I find it impossible to believe that the security/intelligence agencies of the USA (Washington DC) were not
alerted to such public calls (as this) for the murder of the US President (and others) – either via their own
highly sophisticated Internet monitoring operations (by, for example, the NSA or the FBI), or from
information passed on by members of the public. Therefore the likelihood is that those US Government
security/intelligence agencies did know – but for some overriding reasons chose not to initiate any
response that would have stopped BREIVIK pursuing his extreme agent provocateur agenda.

9

In July 2006, Anders BREIVIK wrote (using one of his many aliases) the following: “Today there is a
Völkerwanderung of Mexicans into the United States. … But the main problem is not America as such. The
main problem is that America, by putting itself in the imperial position of Western Civilization, has made
this paralytic attitude the norm of the West. This hegemonical influence is also why we see Israel today
being in paralysis, and unable to set up reasonable war goals.”

10

Three years later, in late 2009, BREIVIK created his TheWanderingWhite blog. This was just a few weeks
after it was announced, in Oslo, in early October 2009, that President OBAMA was to be awarded the
th

Nobel Peace Prize (specifically, in the city of Oslo, two months later, on the 10 December).

11

In that regard, it is noted that immediately prior to the trial of Anders BREIVIK (in Oslo, in 2012)
mainstream UK media were reporting that BREIVIK had told Norwegian police that, in 2009, he made
preliminary plans (which he subsequently abandoned) to detonate a bomb outside the venue for the Nobel
Prize ceremony, in the center of Oslo (presumably to assassinate President OBAMA).

12 13

to serfdom with the united Negro and mulatto kleptocrats and Marxo-Keynesians of the world.” ‘Elias Abuelazam: Hero’, by alias
The Wandering White, Thursday 12th August 2010. Source: http://www.thewanderingwhite.blogspot.com
9

For example (and in reference to Snowden leaks) in regard to such mass surveillance tools as. XKEYSCORE et cetera – why was
BREIVIK’s comments (as TWW et al) not picked up by the security service – or did, in fact, the security services know of his
online activities?

10

‘Letter to Lawrence Auster’, Faith Freedom International (FFI), post by alias Loranga, 25th July 2006 at 8:46pm, source:
http://www.faithfreedom.org/forum/viewtopic.php?t=25363&sid=018659b0de24a2393c503b6fab46dd12

11

The announcement that President Obama was to receive the Nobel Peace Prize was made by the Nobel Committee, in Oslo, on the
9th October 2009.

12

‘Anders BEHRING BREIVIK “planned to bomb Barack Obama at Nobel Peace Prize ceremony”’, by Richard Orange, The
Telegraph (UK), 1st April 2012.

13

‘Norwegian gunman Anders BREIVIK “plotted to assassinate Obama when President visited country to collect 2009 Nobel Peace
Prize”’, by Mark Lewis, the Mail Online (UK), 1st April 2012.
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The context for this is the preceding ‘Oslo riots’ in January 2009 – the massive protests against Israeli
military incursions into the Palestinian enclave of Gaza, at that time.

14 15

One year later, a writer for the

American Thinker and Front Page Magazine (both publications clearly being read by BREIVIK – see later)
referred to those pro-Palestinian protests as extremely anti-Semitic, both in intent and in execution.

16

A prominent part of BREIVIK’s agent provocateur strategy therefore included his own use of extremely
provocative vitriol in attempts to provoke a similar response from other blog co-commentators.

17

On the 6

th

March 2011 Anders BREIVIK used his primary blog to opine (by proxy, as a TheWanderingWhite
comment) the following: “[Jacob] Schiff probably viewed the Bolsheviks as potential converts to Zionism
because there were so many Jews among them. He should have been gassed along with his fellow
Marxist German Jews. Thank God Stalin purged the CPSU of the Yid-Bolshevik fanatics.”

18

In that grotesque rant, Anders BREIVIK was attempting to provoke an extremely nasty and perverse
‘discussion’ – and especially so, in regard to matters concerning the Jewish Holocaust.
At the very least, BREIVIK obviously hoped that his online (social forum) ‘followers’ would be drawn into
commenting on such things. Their communications, in that regard (including their IP addresses and online
search histories, as a result), would, of course, become a matter of considerable interest (and record) to
the US and Israeli based private intelligence organizations, to which he was steering his ‘followers’ toward,
for that purpose (by having them naively ‘clicking’ onto the links that he had provided – see later).
I believe that it is highly likely (as a result of the responses to the listed “useful links” on BREIVIK’s blog)
that the FBI (and intelligence-sharing groups affiliated to the FBI, such as the ADL) will have known, not
only of the existence of BREIVIK’s TheWanderingWhite entrapment blog, but also of the communications
(involving BREIVIK, and others) that were taking place at that time (2009 – 2011), and taking place as a
result (in particular) of his rather obvious agent provocateur and entrapment efforts.
However, the response to such material (from Anders BREIVIK) was that of bewilderment and suspicion
by other commentators, such as: “I’m sort of puzzled by you in a way. You seem to understand certain
things and be wrong on others, from what I can tell.” BREIVIK immediately countered that particular
comment with a link to TheWanderingWhite (his agent provocateur / entrapment blog), with this invitation
to other commentators: “Here is my policy concerning the Jew”.
No evidence can be found that such malevolent duplicity by Anders BREIVIK ever worked. Indeed, from
inspection of that blog, by this time (i.e. in the first few months of 2011) it appears that BREIVIK was
14

‘Marginality and banality in the segregated city: Reflections on the “riots” in Oslo’, by Bengt Andersen, Etnicities, 1st August
2019 – www.doi.org/10.1177/1468796819866334

15

‘Riots in Oslo 10.01.09 (gaza)’, aleksdario, 11th January 2009, YouTube.com

16

See, for example: ‘2009: Norway’s Most Violent AntiSemitic Riots Ever – The Anti-Jewish Riots in Oslo’, by Eirik Eiglad,
(reviewed by Manfred Gerstenfeld), Communalism, Jewish Political Studies Review, Vol. 22, No 1/2, Spring 2010, Jerusalen
Center for Public Affairs (JCPA)

17

For example: “Rebellious Vanilla, here is my favourite Jew joke: Q: ‘What's the difference between a Jew and a pizza?’A: ‘A
pizza doesn't scream when you put it in the oven.’" From ‘Zionism versus Bolshevism – A struggle for the soul of the Jewish
people’, alias Conservative Swede, source: http://conswede.blogspot.com/2010/05/zionism-versus-bolshevism-struggle-for.html.
Saturday 8th May 2010, comment made by alias TheWanderingWhite, 23rd February 2011, at 01:20am..

18

‘ZIONISM versus BOLSHEVISM – A struggle for the soul of the Jewish people’, conswede.blogspot.com, comments posted on
the 6th March 2011 between 02:33am and 03:34am.
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becoming increasingly frustrated that his attempts at provoking extreme racist input (and, particularly,
vitriolic anti-Semitism) from other commentators, were not bearing fruit.

19

However, whilst anonymously pursuing a divisive hate and violence-promoting strategy, BREIVIK was
openly posting vehement arguments in Hans RUSTAD’s document.no website forum (as ‘Anders B’)
condemning any racist chauvinism by white people (passively or aggressively) – as well as professing his
strong objections to what he referred to as racist, European, “ethnocentric”, nationalist ideology.
Clearly Anders BREIVIK was determined not to include those connected to the document.no forum (under
the leadership of Hans RUSTAD) in his agent provocateur activities. This is especially revealing.
Those agent provocateur activities included Anders BREIVIK’s use of extraordinary elaborate techniques
to conceal his actual identity. Such techniques included the adoption of false nationalities (or false
countries of residence). Most especially, BREIVIK would often use one alias for his ownership of an
Internet blog, to which he posted anti-Semitic and racist comments using a completely different alias (i.e.
posing as another person, and frequently responding as that person to his own blogs and comments).
By such means, Anders BREIVIK was obviously able to potentially direct those who posted comments on
his TheWanderingWhite blog to other websites (including US and Israeli based intelligence-gathering
websites, using IP address and history logging software) – as well as his being able to solicit information
from visitors to his blog (such as, for example, their true names and/or personal email contact details).
In this historical context, it is therefore useful to examine the links promoted by Anders BREIVIK to private
intelligence-gathering agencies (albeit with no suggestion, of course, that those agencies would have
supported, or had any knowledge of, his extremely odious agent provocateur activities).
It is noted that the “useful links”, carried on BREIVIK’s TheWanderingWhite blog, also included links to
many US and Israeli based, organizations such as: The Middle East Forum (MEF); The Middle East Media
Research Institute (MEMRI); The Centre for Security Policy (CSP); The Investigative Project on Terrorism
(IPT); The Center for Strategic and International Studies (CSIS); The International Strategic Studies
Association (ISSA); The Jamestown Foundation (TJF); the Axis Information and Analysis organization
(AIA); and (most noticeably) persons connected to the Ariel Centre for Policy Research (ACPR).
Visitors to his blog were effectively being invited to ‘click on’ to those “useful links” – an action that could
take them (and their IP address, and browsing history) to the home page of each of those organizations.
Many of those individuals and groups listed as “useful links” on that (BREIVIK’s) entrapment blog are also
to be found cited within the Anders BREIVIK 2011 ‘manifesto’, including: Daniel Pipes (MEF); MEMRI;
Frank Gaffney (CSP); Steven Emerson (IPT); and Pajamas Media (Claudia Rosett).

20

19

Bizarre inclusion of extreme, bigoted opinion, such as: “There has been something wrong with the West since before all the Pakis,
Jews, Leftists, wogs, feminists, poofs, and other moral degenerates appeared.” See: ‘Dr. Revilo P. Oliver on Liberalism and the
Plight of Western Man’, by The Wandering White, 26th January 2011, htpp://thewanderingwhite.blogspot.com – downloaded from
the Google Way Back Machine archive.

20

From: ‘Manifesto Citations – Right-Wing Pundits and Organizations Cited in Anders BREIVIK’s anti-Muslim Manifesto’, Think
Progress, July 2012.
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Notably, the Washington-based Investigative Project on Terrorism (IPT, under Steve Emerson) has
reportedly also been consulted by, and has provided briefings on international terrorism to, the following
organizations: the FBI; the Department of Homeland Security; the US National Security Council; the US
Justice Department; the US Congress; and the White House (Washington DC).

21 22

It appears that Anders Brevik first cited the MEMRI organization (as a source, and a link) in February
2006.

23

He continued to cite MEMRI under his different aliases, and on different Internet forums/blogs, up

until July 2011. And in his ‘manifesto’ (distributed on the afternoon of the 22

nd

July 2011, just prior to his

murderous attacks) BREIVIK referred to the MEMRI organization no less than 23 times.

24

The inclusion, anonymously made by BREIVIK as a “useful link” within his TheWanderingWhite blog, of
the Washington-based CSIS organization is also of particular interest. The CSIS is closely connected to
the US Military and NATO – and to senior military and intelligence agency leaders within those
organizations.

25

The CSIS has advised the US Government on international military and economic policy,

and has contributed to the work of organizations such as the US Army War College.

26 27

Also included within BREIVIK’s “useful links” is the International Strategic Studies Association (ISSA). The
ISSA is based within the USA (in Fairfax, Virginia) and appears to be another private, intelligence
gathering organization, with close connections to the US and NATO military and intelligence agencies.

28

In the context of this report it is noted that the ISSA has been a partner member of the Faculty of Security
Studies at the University of Belgrade (Serbia). Other partner members include: US Army West Point;
Institute for World Politics (Washington DC); Interdisciplinary Center of Herlizia, Tel Aviv (Israel); Center
for Peace Studies at the University of Tromsø (Norway); Ministry of Defense of the Republic of Serbia; and
the Fund for Open Society (Belgrade).

29

The evidence is that such collaborative initiatives were intent on

paving the way to the eventual incorporation of Serbia (and other European nations) into NATO.
There are further, very important observations to be made in regard to the “useful links” Anders BEHRING
BREIVIK provided (anonymously, on his TheWanderingWhite blog) to two particular organizations: The
21

‘About The Investigative Project on Terrorism’, Google cached copy of the IPT website ‘about’ page, dated 30th April 2012,
source: http://www.investigativeproject.org/about.php

22

‘Steve Emerson: Wil, We Win The War Against The Islamo-Fadcists Amonsgt Us?’, posted by Nurit Greenger, 18th November
2006, Think Israel, November 2006 Op-Eds List.

23

‘WOW! Wafa Sultan – my new hero! (Must see video)’, alias Loranga, Faith Freedom International (FFI), 28th February 2006,
source: http://www.faithfreedom.org/forum/viewtopic.php?t=17985&view=previous&sid=02fc44d59a3c8e0077d176ec303abeb4

24

Coincidently, on the 11th August 2011 (i.e. just 2 weeks after the massacre in Norway), the US State Department awarded a grant
of $200,000 to the MEMRI organization. ‘State Department awards $200,000 to Elliott-Abrams-led thinktank repeatedly cited by
mass murderer BREIVIK’, Philip Weiss (http://mondoweiss.net/author/philweiss/) on August 11, 2011

25

‘Report Launch: “Towards a Grand Strategy for an Uncertain World’, Noaber Foundation and CSIS, 10th January 2008

26

‘Creative Strategic Intelligence Analysis and Decision Making Within the Elements of National Power’, Proteus Futures
Workshop, 14-16 August 2007, U.S. Army War College, Center for Strategic Leadership, 650 Wright Avenue, Carlisle, PA, 170135049

27

Notably, the CSIS also advised the USA Government on incorporating Ukraine into NATO. ‘Statement before the U.S.
Commission on Security and Cooperation in Europe, Ukraine and NATO at the Bucharest Summit.’ Steven Pifer, 4 March, 2008.
Source: http://www.csis.org/media/congress/ts_080303_pifer.pdf

28

Notably the Director of Research for the ISSA, Yossef Bodensky, also reportedly served as the Director of the Congressional
Task Force on Terrorism and Unconventional Warfare.

29

Source: http://www.fb.bg.ac.rs/index.php?option=com_content&task=view&id=249&Itemid=1259
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Jamestown Foundation (TJF); and Axis Information and Analysis (AIA).
This part of the analysis therefore begins with The Jamestown Foundation (TJF).
The TJF was founded in Washington DC in 1984. Both the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) and the US
State Department gave official US Government backing to the creation of the TJF. The primary purpose of
that organization was (at that time) to serve as an intelligence gathering and propaganda asset for NATO
and the USA – with the (then) Soviet Union (USSR) being the primary target.
However, since the fall of the Communist Bloc (1991) the role of the TJF has significantly changed. Whilst
still concentrating on the countries of Central/Eastern Europe, the emphasis has now become the use of
its intelligence gathering and propaganda abilities to aid the expansion of NATO into that region.
With regard to the subject matter of this report, comment on the TJF will be constrained to its activities
directed towards the Baltic, East European countries, and (especially) Russia and Belarus – these being
regions that Anders BREIVIK (very obviously) also had a special (and malevolent) interest in.
Which leads us to the second of the two organizations of special interest, recommended as a “useful link”
by Anders BREIVIK within his TheWanderingWhite blog – Axis Information and Analysis (AIA).
From examination of primary source information, the AIA was seemingly a highly sophisticated pro-NATO
and pro-Israel propaganda operation. Again (as with TJF) its primary targets appear to have been the CIS
countries of Belarus (especially), Ukraine and Russia.
In that regard, the AIA published claims that Russia was using Hezbollah as a conduit for export of
Russian arms to Africa and the Middle East, and that Belarus operated as a proxy for Russia in the
fomenting of regional conflict in countries such as Georgia, Azerbaijan, Romania, Moldova, the Balkan
countries, and Israel. The AIA also published claims that Russia and Belarus were supplying the Taliban
with weapons, and that Russian intelligence and military agencies were working with Al-Qaeda.
Of particular concern (to the AIA) were the diplomatic, trade and defence agreements that the Belarus
Government was (at that time) forging with countries such as Syria, Iran, Lebanon, and Libya.
The AIA began operations in May 2005 (coincidentally, just 2 months after Anders BREIVIK first visited
Belarus), and operated under the directorship of a person named as ‘Allister MAUNK’.
All of this, of course, begs the question: why would anyone (such as Anders BREIVIK) present himself,
anonymously on Internet blogs, as an extreme ‘white racist’ and anti-Semite, and posting comments on
various internet sites calling for acts of terrorism and mass murder against non-white people – whilst also,
and at the same time, and on the same blog, providing “useful links” to intelligence-gathering sites such as
the IPT, MEMRI, CSIS, ISSA and (in particular) to organization such as TJF and AIA?
As has already been pointed out, it is reasonable to assume that such sites would routinely log the IP
addresses of those accessing their sites – and would do so on the basis of the content of the most recent
browsing history of those persons (as ‘sentiment analysis’). Given his obvious, known proficiency in
Internet-related matters, Anders BREIVIK would obviously have known this.
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Also included in BREIVIK’s TheWanderingWhite blog was a link to the La Russophobe website. This
website has extensively used extreme black-propaganda techniques against the Russian Government
(and against Vladimir Putin, especially). Whilst the language has been both infantile and crude, the
author(s) appeared well schooled in techniques of Internet-based psychological warfare.
The person purportedly operating the La Russophobe website (Kim ZIGFELD) has been listed by
Frontpage Magazine as one of their columnists.

30

In addition, it is seen that Kim ZIGFELD has also been

identified as alias Publius Pundit – as a contributor on the Pajamas Media forum, in the role of the
Pajamas Media ‘Russia correspondent’.

31

On BREIVIK’s TheWanderingWhite blog, the link under the

name ‘The Rosett Report’ redirects those clicking on that link to the Pajamas Media website (i.e. to:
http://www.pajamasmedia.com) – yet another bizarre (but highly significant) connection.
Listed on BREIVIK’s TheWanderingWhite blog was also a link to Andrei ILLARIONOV – a link which
contained a redirection to the website of The CATO Institute (a private research agency, based in
Washington DC, and which has been connected to the CIA). Andrei ILLARIONOV had previously been a
top-level adviser to Vladimir PUTIN and the Russian Government. However in circa 2005 he left that role,
and became a vehement critic of the Russian Government (and, especially, of President PUTIN). That
change of allegiance occurred when PUTIN began taking measures to curtail the wholesale asset stripping
of the Russian economy, by an oligarchy of Western-backed global, mega-corporation, ‘businesses’.
Andrei ILLARIONOV subsequently became a senior fellow of the CATO Institute. Notably he is also listed
32

as a featured writer within one of the La Russophobe black-propaganda websites.

A further possible (and potentially important) link to Anders BREIVIK – albeit an indirect link, one step
removed – is to the Israeli-based organization Ariel Center for Policy Research (ACPR, under the
directorship of Arich STAV). The perceived link is via references, by BREIVIK, to the following ACPR
members: firstly, within BREIVIK’s TheWanderingWhite blog – Matthias KÜNTZEL, Alyssa LAPPIN and
Frank GAFFNEY of the CSP; and secondly, within his ‘manifesto’ – Walid PHARES, Jamie GLAZOV,
Elyakim HA'ETZNI, Binyamin NEYANYAHU, and Moshe SHARON.
Indeed, this might well be seen (in the context of Anders BREIVIK’s activities, and of his motivation) as a
possible connection of the highest significance. This requires further exposition.
Notably, the ACPR was formed in 1997 as a response to the Oslo Peace Accord. It is apparent that the
ACPR was created with direct reference to the Israeli politician Ariel SHARON.

33

The impact that the Oslo

Accord (circa 1993/1995) had in the creation and operation of the ACPR is reflected in many of the ACPR
o

Policy Papers – for example Paper N 135 (2002) by Elyakim HA’ETZNI: ‘There is Life Without a Solution’.

30

Source: http://www.frontpagemag.com/author/kim-zigfeld - downloaded on the 7th November 2016.

31

‘Welcome to La Russophobe’, LR Translations, 19th April 2007, source: http://lrtranslations.blogspot.co.uk/2007/02/vladimirmichael-moore-putin.html

32

As listed in: ‘Content Index by Topic’, La Russophobe Translations, downloaded on the 7th November 2011, source
http://lrtranslations.blogspot.co.uk

33

Ariel SHARON was the Israeli Prime Minister from 2001 to 2006.
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Notably Elyakim HA’ETZNI was also referenced by BREIVIK in his 2011 ‘manifesto’.

34

In July 2003 (8 years before the Oslo/Utøya attacks) Anders BREIVIK was a very enthusiastic, prominent,
and vociferous part of the FpU (Norwegian Progress Party) campaign that accused members of the AUF
(the Norwegian Labour Party Youth Movement) of anti-Semitism, in it’s attacks on the (then) Israeli Prime
Minister, Ariel SHARON.

35 36

Notably, just five months previously (February 2003), BREIVIK had also posted criticism of the Swedish
Foreign Minister Anna LINDH after she proposed that sanctions should be applied against Israel (including
an arms embargo) if it refused to withdraw from the Occupied Territories (Gaza and the West Bank).
Anna LINDH was assassinated just a little over 7 months later.

37

38

The ACPR clearly saw its role in especially grand terms: “The clash between the West and Islam is a clash
between two decadent civilizations. The decadence of the West is manifested in multiculturalism and
feminism on the one hand, and moral relativism and the disintegration of the family on the other. … The
West has no cure for the malaise of Islam, for the democratic freedom of which the West boasts lacks the
rational constraints as well as moral substance. … Only the Jews have the answer, but its manifestation
awaits the restoration of Hebraic civilization in a New Israel.”

39

This was also, very evidently, Anders BEHRING BREIVIK’s very specific, firm position.

40

th

On the 19 June 2011 (just 4 weeks before his attacks in Oslo and Utøya) Anders BREIVIK had used his
primary blog to respond to the ongoing, extreme, hate-filled polarization between the anti-Israel and the
pro-Israel factions within Norway (such as that exhibited in the January 2009 riots, in Oslo), with this
observation: “My first impulse was to call this post something relating to ‘Lösung der Judenfrage’ as a
tribute to my house god Theodor Herzl, but in the end I fell for a different title.”
Here, Anders BREIVIK was referring to the 1896 book ‘Der Judenstaat: Versuch einer Modernen Lösung
der Judenfrag’ by Theodor HERZLE – the author of the founding Zionist document that was to lead,
eventually, to the creation of the State of Israel (in 1948).
It is also seen (and noted) that BREIVIK repeated his reference to, and his definition of, “loyal Jews” within
his primary blog (as a comment using his entrapment blog) as well as to his 2011 ‘manifesto’.

41

He

34

As noted in: ‘Breivik’s Likes and Dislikes’, Gates of Vienna (GoV) forum website.

35

‘One of Us – The Story of Anders Breivik and The Massacre in Norway’, by Åsne Seirstad, Virago Press, London 2015, page 104

36

Åsne Seirstad appears to have got the date wrong – apparently suggesting this event occurred in July 2002. However it is believed
this refers to a meeting between the then Prime Minister of Norway, Kjell Magne Bondevik, and the Israeli Prime Minister, Ariel
Sharon, at Molde in Norway, on the 16th July 2003. See: ‘Sharon Meets Norwegian Leader, but Shuns Oslo’, The New York Times,
17th July 2003, source: http://www.nytimes.com/2003/07/17/world/sharon-meets-norwegian-leader-but-shuns-oslo.html

37

‘EU, Israel and Iran’, Faith Freedom International, post by ‘Loranga’ on the 3rd February 2003 at 05:41am.

38

Stabbed to death on the 11th September 2003, By Mijailo Mijailovic, the son of immigrant Serbian parents.

39

‘The Clash of Two Decadent Civilizations: Toward an Hebraic Alternative’, by Paul Eidelberg, Ariel Center for Policy Research
(ACPR), ACPR Policy Paper No 144, 2002. Source: ACPR website download – http://www.acpr.org.il

40

Based on the inspection and analysis of BREIVIK’s many hundreds of covert, Internet (social media) communications – as
described in the full oslo_and_utoya.pdf report.
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included, in all of his references to that subject, a reference to Winston CHURCHILL’s support for Zionism
(Israeli/Jewish nationalism) against Marxist/Bolshevik Jewish internationalism. This also needs to be seen
in BREIVIK’s more general description of “traitors” – those he deemed needed to be assassinated.

42 43

o

In terms of the contributions to ACPR by Walid PHARES – one of the most important is Policy Paper N 78
(1999) titled ‘Israel’s Alternative Policy in Lebanon’. This examined the desirability and feasibility of Israel
supporting the creation of a separate, autonomous Christian enclave in southern Lebanon. BREIVIK
evidently had a special interest in events in Lebanon.
However, in his haste, BREIVIK failed to remove from his 2011 ‘manifesto’ a number of persons who were
elsewhere listed as authors of ACPR ‘policy papers’ – these being as follows: Walid PHARES (1999);
Binyamin NETANYAHU (1999); and Elvakim HA’ETZNI (2002).

44 45 46

In 2007 Walid PHARES was appointed as an official adviser to the US House of Representatives Caucus
on Counter Terrorism. Previously, for many years (from at least the early 1990s), he had been a prominent
and highly regarded figure within the USA and the Middle East in matters concerning national and
international conflict and global terrorism.
In 2007 the ACPR writer Arich ELDAD attended the Counter-Jihad conference in Brussels. Evidence,
already provided (in the full report) reveals that Anders BREIVIK had also attended that conference. It is
therefore conceivable that ELDAD and BREIVIK actually met. However, also given that BREIVIK was
almost certainly using an alias, and that his physical appearance was likely to have been significantly
different to that of 2011 (he was 4 years younger, and it was prior to his intensive consumption of steroids
and assorted stimulants) then it is very possible that Arich ELDAD would not recall that meeting.
Of course there is no suggestion, whatsoever, that Arich ELDAD would have been party to any
wrongdoing (violent or otherwise), had any such contacts been made.
One of those who has been listed as an associate and author for the ACPR is Erez URIEL – the Director
of the Oslo-based Norsk Israel Senter (the NIS). The primary purpose of the NIS appears to have been to
monitor Norwegian people for indications of any anti-Semitic opinion or behaviour. Notably it is also
reported that articles by the editor of NIS, Michal Rachel SUISSA, also appeared on the Norwegian
website document.no (Hans RUSTAD) – the group (and forum) of which Anders BREIVIK was also an
active member. However, no evidence has been found to show that SUISSA and BREIVIK actually met.

41

In which BREIVIK refers to: “… loyal Jews [Zionists] are our brothers.”

42

‘ZIONISM versus BOLSHEVISM – A struggle for the soul of the Jewish people’, alias Conservative Swede blog, May 2010,
comment by ‘Kill Whitey! (who self-identifies as ‘TheWanderingWhite’). Errors include: “Zionist Jews can be all right, but that
have to be loyal.” [sic: “… can be alright, but they have to be loyal.”],

43

‘Zionism Versus Bolshevism - A Struggle For The Soul Of The Jewish People’, by Conservative Swede, 8th May 2010, source:
http://conswede.blogspot.com/2010/05/zionism-versus-bolshevism-struggle-for.html

44

‘Israel’s Alternative Policy in Lebanon’, by Walid Phares, Ariel Center for Policy Research (ACPR), ACPR Policy Paper No 78,
1999. Source: ACPR website download – http://www.acpr.org.il

45

‘Fighting Terror and Winning’, by Binyamin Netanyahu, Ariel Center for Policy Research (ACPR), ACPR Policy Paper No 66,
1999. Source: ACPR website download – http://www.acpr.org.il

46 46

‘The Shock of Surrender’, by Elvakim Ha’etzni, Ariel Center for Policy Research (ACPR), ACPR Policy Paper No 135, 2002.
Source: ACPR website download – http://www.acpr.org.il
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In October 2010 Dr. Manfred GERSTENFELD wrote an article for American Thinker magazine titled
‘Norway and The Jews’. In that article Dr. GERSTENFELD again revealed not only his interest in the
document.no Internet forum (the forum that was then being used by BREIVIK on a regular basis), but he
also listed those Norwegian ‘elites’ being identified as anti-Semites, and hostile to Israel – principally as:
King HARALD V; Prime Minister Jens STOLTENBERG; and Foreign Minister Jonas Gahr STØRE.

47 48

Given that BREIVIK was linking to the American Thinker magazine (and to Front Page Magazine, Edward
MAY’s Gate of Vienna, and corresponding on Hans RUSTAD’s doment.no website forum) there can be
very little doubt that BREIVIK had, indeed, read that Dr. GERSTENFELD article (and, indeed, many of the
other articles written by that particular author, at around that time).
th

th

Sometime between the 13 May 2011 and 8 July 2011 Anders BEHRING BREIVIK made considerable
changes to the content of the “useful links” listed on his primary blog. It is noted that in previous years he
would typically only make 5 to 6 changes per year to that list – however in a mere 3-week period, in the
spring of 2011, BREIVIK deleted 14 entries from the list (of 56 links), and added 58 new links.
Additions to his primary blog list included a particular link to his entrapment / agent provocateur
TheWanderingWhite blog – together with links to the following: Dansk Folkeparti (The Danish People’s
Party); Fremskrittspartiet (FRP, The Norwegian Progress Party); The Sverigedemokraterna (Sweden
Democrats); the English Defence League (EDL); blogs containing the work of the Norway-based counterJihadist Fjordman; and a link to the Russian TV news channel RT.com.
It is an examination of the content of “useful links” on the primary blog of Anders BREIVIK that leads to the
crux of this analysis – in regard to BREIVIK’s connection to the US-based STRATFOR organization.
In the weeks prior to the Oslo/Utøya atrocity, Anders BREIVIK deleted the specific link on his primary blog
to the STRATFOR website pages, dealing with events in the former countries of the Soviet Union (which
he had listed as a redirection under ‘George Friedman’, the founder and Chief Intelligence Officer for
STRATFOR) – and replaced it with a simple, direct link to the STRATFOR homepage.
Notably, the STRATFOR organization has been described as: “A company that fronts as an intelligence
publisher, but provides confidential intelligence services to large corporations, such as Bhopal's Dow
Chemical Co., Lockheed Martin, Northrop Grumman, Raytheon and government agencies, including the
US Department of Homeland Security, the US Marines and the US Defence Intelligence Agency.”

49

The context for this is the report that Anders BREIVIK was a subscriber to the STRATFOR organization,
and was thereby automatically receiving emailed STRATFOR intelligence reports. Indeed based on the

47

‘Norway and The Jews’, Abraham Cooper and Manfred Gerstenfeld, American Thinker, 22nd October 2010.

48

Notably the organization ‘The American Thinker’ was also cited by Anders Breivik on his entrapment blog.

49

Source: https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/29/2909432_re-ct-sweden-s-reaction-to-BREIVIK-.html
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links to STRATFOR that BREIVIK included on his primary blog the evidence is that he was automatically
receiving emailed copies of STRATFOR intelligence-based articles from as early as August 2009.

50

One of the most important discoveries in this regard is by Wikileaks, of an email communication within
th

STRATFOR, dated the 25 July 2011 (i.e. just 3 days after the Oslo/Utøya massacre), in which there is
this urgent request: “Seems that the crazy Oslo shooter was on our freelist and Meredith wants to know if
he ever sent in a response or letter to the editor. Can you help us to find out this info? … This is coming
from the executives so if there is anyway we could expedite this request, I would appreciate it.”

51

Given that Anders BREIVIK was on the STRATFOR email list from August 2009 onwards, he will
undoubtedly have seen the February 2010 article ‘The Utility of Assassination’ by George FRIEDMAN.

52

In that article, George FRIEDMAN appears to advance the following two propositions: (1) that there is no
absolute moral argument for a prohibition on political assassinations (FRIEDMAN presents the scenario of
the hypothetical killing of a notoriously evil person, such as Adolph HITLER being assassinated in 1938, in
support of that position); and (2) the practical problem that such assassinations (against a particular,
targeted ‘leader’) would likely be ineffectual, given that a well-run organization, under that ‘leader’, would
likely be resilient to such attacks (even with the permanent elimination of that ‘leader’) – that there would
most likely be others ready and capable to replace him (or her).
The context for this is seen to be BREIVIK’s reported abandonment of an intention to assassinate US
President Barack OBAMA, by means of a bomb attack in Oslo, in December 2009.

53 54

Interestingly, in

respect of the first proposition (a retrospective case for the assassination of HITLER, prior to the onset of
the Second World War), Anders BREIVIK presented exactly the same argument within both his
‘manifesto’, and in his later testimony to the Oslo court (during his trial).
In respect of the second proposition, it appears BREIVIK believed he was providing (by example) his own
‘solution’, by blowing up the Government Headquarters building in Oslo (to kill, in particular the Prime
Minister of Norway, Jens STOLTENBERG), and by shooting dead both the Norwegian Foreign Minister
Jonas Gahr STØRE and the former Norwegian Prime Minister Gro Harlem BRUNDTLAND – as well killing
as many of the young AUF ‘youth movement’ Party members as possible, who had gathered on the island
of Utøya (and who were there, principally to promote the pro-Palestinian Boycott, Disinvestment and
Sanctions BDS campaign against Israel), and hence to effectively eliminate the next generation of the

50

A link to the STRATFOR organization is included in the alias Conservative Swede ‘blog roll’, for August 2009. Source:
‘Conservative Swede: America as the birthplace of Multiculturalism and Political Correctness’,
http://conswede.blogspot.com/2009/08/america-as-birthplace-of.html

51

‘New Ticket – [IT !VLB-959081]: Oslo Shooter’, The Global Intelligence Files, Wikileaks, released on the 28th March 2013,
source: https://wikileaks.org/gifiles/docs/37/3788887_new-ticket-it-vlb-959081-oslo-shooter-….

52

‘The Utility of Assassination’, by George Friedman, STRATFOR, 22nd February 2010, source:
http://www.stratfor.com/weekly/20100222_utility_assassination

53

‘Anders Behring Breivik “planned to bomb Barack Obama at Nobel Peace Prize ceremony”’, by Richard Orange, The Telegraph
(UK), 1st April 2012.

54

‘Norwegian gunman Anders Breivik “plotted to assassinate Obama when President visited country to collect 2009 Nobel Peace
Prize”’, by Mark Lewis, the Mail Online (UK), 1st April 2012.
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likely Norwegian Labour Party leadership.

55 56 57

As it transpired, Anders BREIVIK’s complex planning came unstuck. The Government Building in Oslo did
not collapse (as he hoped) and therefore Jens STOLTENBERG (and his staff) will have been able to
escape unharmed. Also, BREIVIK had been delayed by several hours due to technical problems emailing
his manifesto to a very large number of CC-listed recipients – therefore as a result, one of his main targets
for assassination (Gro Harlem BRUNDTLAND) had already left Utøya before his own belated arrival.

58 59

Foreign Minister STØRE had been on Utøya the day before, however (and obviously unbeknownst to
BREIVIK) he was at his summer home on Norway’s southern coast when the attacks occurred.

60 61 62

It was only after the Oslo/Utøya atrocity that BREIVIK revealed that, whilst in his planning the primary
target (for bombing) had always been the Government Building, his second potential target was to have
been the Norwegian Labour Party Headquarters, and that the third target was to have been The Royal
Palace (the home of King HARALD V and Queen SONJA of Norway).

63

So, what of the more general observations?
One of the difficulties that has to be faced by independent researchers (such as myself), into the activities
and motivations of Anders BREIVIK and the events at Oslo/Utøya on the 22

nd

July 2011, has been the

strange disappearance (removal) of important information, relating directly to that subject, and known to
have previously existed within the public domain. Who had (and is) doing that removal? Some examples
are given below.

55

‘BREIVIK Had Several More Targets’, by Nina Berglund, News in English, 18th November 2011, source:
'http://www.newsinenglish.no/2011/11/18/BREIVIK-had-several-more-targets/

56

The AUF is the Workers’ Youth League of the Norwegian Labour Party

57

From leaked Norwegian police interrogation records it is known that Anders BEHRING BREIVIK had four particular targets for
assassination: the Norwegian Prime Minister Jens Soltenberg; the Norwegian Foreign Minister Jonas Gahr Støre, the former
Norwegian Prime Minister Gro Harlem Brundtland, and the AUF leader Eskil Petersen. However Anders BREIVIK’s targeted
assassinations were not successful. His car bomb caused only superficial damage to Government Headquarters in Oslo – although
eight people tragically lost their lives. The intended target of the bombing, Norwegian Prime Minister Jens Stoltenberg, escaped
unharmed. In addition Brundtland had left the island of Utøya before BREIVIK arrived; Pedersen had fled on the island’s ferry as
soon as the shooting started; and although Foreign Minister Støre had been on Utøya the day before, he was at his summer home on
Norway’s southern coast when the attacks occurred.

58

This unforeseen delay in his preparations, and his consequential rush to get to Oslo and Utøya, may well have resulted in Breivik
forgetting to take his iPhone with him.

59

From leaked Norwegian police interrogation records it is known that Anders Behring Breivik had four particular targets for
assassination: the Norwegian Prime Minister Jens Soltenberg; the Norwegian Foreign Minister Jonas Gahr Støre, the former
Norwegian Prime Minister Gro Harlem Brundtland, and the AUF leader Eskil Petersen. See: ‘Breivik Had Several More Targets’,
by Nina Berglund, News in English, 18th November 2011, source: 'http://www.newsinenglish.no/2011/11/18/breivik-had-severalmore-targets/

60

‘Jonas Gahr Store – The Occupation Must End, The Wall Must Be Demolished And It Must Happen Now’, by Eivind Funds,
tv2.no, 21st July 2011

61

‘Breivik Had Several More Targets’, by Nina Berglund, News in English, 18th November 2011, source:
'http://www.newsinenglish.no/2011/11/18/breivik-had-several-more-targets/

62

On the 19th July 2011, just three days before Breivik’s attack, the Norwegian Foreign Minister Jonas Gahr Støre met with
Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas, and expressed the Norwegian Government’s intended support for the Palestinian application
for recognition of sovereign statehood at the United Nations. In an interview with Norwegian TV the Foreign Minister stated:
“Norway stands ready to recognize a Palestinian state.” ‘Norway to Support Palestinians – Norwegian FM’, The Voice of Russia
Radio, 19th July 2011, source: http://english.ruvr.ru/2011/07/19/53408557.html

63

‘Royal Palace was Breivik’s Third Target’, newsingenglish.no, 19th April 2012
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One of the four postings made by Anders BREIVIK, in 2008, on the far-right, US-based Stormfront forum
has been found to have had gone mysteriously missing.

64

That post is arguably the most important of

BREIVIK’s early posts, given that it indisputably showed BREVIK’s efforts – in his post to the ‘new
member, introduction’ thread – to falsely portray himself to others as being Swedish (or, at least, a resident
of Sweden). In his posting (as alias year2183) Anders BREIVIK specifically identified himself from that
date and onward (in 2008) not as Norwegian, but as a 29-year-old man, living in Sweden.

65 66 67 68

In other counter-Jihadist online forums (such as Gates of Vienna, Edward May, July 2008) Anders
BREIVIK (under his Swedish pseudonym, as used on his primary blog) obviously felt the urgency to make
nasty, censorious attacks against anyone who suggested that he was, in fact, Norwegian.
So, what of the strange alterations made to BREIVIK’s blogs immediately after the Oslo/Utøya attacks?
Those ‘sanitizing’ changes, made to BREIVIK’s primary and overview blogs, are indicative of these and/or
possibilities: (1) a collaboration between ‘agencies of State’ and BREIVIK; (2) of those agencies acting
unilaterally to remove evidence of not only his prior agent provocateur actions, but also of his links to
major, globalist (mainly US-based) intelligence and influencer/propaganda/control organizations; or (3) the
intervention of a third-part organization (or organizations) to remove their connections to BREIVIK.

69 70

Then, there is the matter of the strange disappearance of an article by the US-based FrontPage Magazine.
th

On the 20 July 2011 – just two days before Anders Breivik went on his murderous rampage – an article
appeared in the prominent, US-based FrontPage Magazine titled ‘The Norwegian Quislings’. That article
(by Joseph KLEIN) included the comment that “The infamous Norwegian Vidkun Quisling, who assisted
Nazi Germany as it conquered his own country, must be applauding in his grave. In the latest example of
Norwegian collaboration with the enemies of the Jews, Norwegian Foreign Minister Jonas Gahr Stoere [sic
STØRE] declared during a press conference this week, alongside Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas,
that ‘Norway believes it is perfectly legitimate for the Palestinian president to turn to the United Nations to
seek recognition of an independent Palestinian state’.”

71

64

Stormfront forum posts, source: http://www.stormfront.org/forum/t434311-118/

65

Stormfront forum posts, source: http://www.stormfront.org/forum/t434311-118/

66

Breivik joined the far-right Stormfront forum in October 2008, using the avatar ‘year2183’. Upon joining, he posted an
introductory piece beginning with: “I’m 29 years living in Sweden … “ (Breivik was born in February 1979).

67

The Stormfront post is (arguably) somewhat ambiguous – in that it could also be interpreted as “living in Sweden for 29 years”.
However, given that the post was undoubtedly from Anders Breivik, this would therefore imply that Breivik was claiming to have
lived in Sweden all his life.

68

The ‘disappearance’ of that post is seen as very suspicious. That ‘profile’ post of BREIVIK was available, on-line, some 30
months prior to Oslo/Utøya massacre. However subsequent Google cached copies (made within two weeks after the massacre) did
not contain BREIVIK’s ‘new member, introduction’ post. His three other posts made at the time were (then) still available in the
Google archive, as cached copies.

69

Those ‘sanitizing’ changes made to Breivik’s primary blog included: the complete removal of the list of links to other Internet
sites (including the link to his entrapment blog); the removal of the more extreme anti-Islam content; the removal of the link to the
Gates of Vienna blog/forum (Edward S May/Baron Bodissey); and the links to all previously archived primary blog articles.

70

As described (for example) in: www.darklake-synectics.co.uk/docs/oslo_and_utoya.pdf pages 75-76

71

The Quislings of Norway, by Joseph Klein on Jul 20th 2011, FrontPage.com, source: http://frontpagemag.com/2011/07/20/thequislings-of-norway/
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It now appears that that FrontPage Magazine article is no longer available to the public. Notably efforts to
use the Internet archive facilities (i.e. the WayBack Machine) draw the response: “This URL has been
excluded from Wayback Machine”. Why so? This is very strange.
This is seen as especially significant, given that Anders BREIVIK included in his TheWanderingWhite blog
links to both FrontPage Magazine and the Canada Free Press. I therefore conclude that BREIVIK was also
closely following the work (the political articles and opinion pieces, such as above) of Joseph KLEIN.
There is also the disappearance of an assessment of BREIVIK’s prime motivation, by a very senior
member of the US (Washington DC) intelligence community, as outlined as follows.
All records of (and references/citations to) a keynote presentation made to the Swedish Defence College
delegation, at the National War College (Washington DC) in October 2013, by Dr. Amy ZALMAN have
been removed. In that presentation Dr. ZALMAN made this very significant comment: “Or the case of
Anders Breivik, who as you know, was motivated by a complicated ideological cocktail of Islamophobia,
anti-feminism and a self-styled version of Zionism, when he murdered 77 people in Oslo several years
ago.”

72

The inclusion of the “as you know” phrase reveals that Anders BREIVIK’s true ideological commitment (to
Zionism) was widely known to the top levels of US Government (Washington DC) intelligence agencies.
Both Dr. ZALMAN and her partner Jonathan CLARKE (reportedly a former Senior British Intelligence
Officer based in Washington, and also a member of the Washington-based CATO Institute) had, by then,
become very senior and influential persons within the top levels of the US military/intelligence/political
establishment (and, most especially, within the Washington DC area). Dr. ZALMAN was to subsequently
take up the prestigious position of Adjunct Professor of Strategic Foresight, at Georgetown University.
Notably, Dr. ZALMAN had been working for, or in collaboration with, various US Government and
international agencies, including: US Congress, US Department of State (under Hilary Clinton); US Office
of The Secretary of State; NATO; US Army War College; National Intelligence University (Proteus USA);
US Special Operations Command (SOCOM, Tampa, USA); and SAIC (Leidos).
The especially notable circumstances, surrounding the disappearance of that particular 2013 Dr. ZALMAN
presentation, is that all references to the existence of her www.strategicnarrativeinstitute website, pre
2016, carrying a copy of that particular presentation, have also disappeared. Academic reports, on the
Internet, that cite links to that website in regard to (for example) known 2015 content, produce the
response: “Safari cannot open the page because network connection was lost” – it no longer exists!

73

72

Source: ‘National Strategy in a Maturing Information Age’, by Dr. Amy Zalman, US DoD National War College, Washington
DC, Keynote Presentation to The Swedish Defence College, 21st October 2013.

73

For example, in: ‘Warring Identities: The Impact of The EU’s Strategic Narratives Relating to The CSDP on European Identity
Amongst Security Practitioners’, by Katharina Stirland, University of Canterbury, 2019 – ref. Zalman, A. (2011), accessed on 15th
March 2015.
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All search-engine enquiries in particular in regard to Dr. ZALMAN’s (Washington) 2013 presentation
produce zero returns – all copies have been removed. It is therefore entirely fortuitous that a full copy of
that presentation was downloaded (and securely archived) in circa 2014 (see attached, selected scans).
So, what is to be concluded from all of these discoveries?
On the 22

nd

July 2011 Anders BREIVIK acted with horrific cruelty in the brutal killing of 77 people. It was

an atrocity he executed as a ‘false flag’ operation, with BREIVIK then (and subsequently) presenting his
murderous actions as those of an “ethnocentric” and “militant European” racial (white) nationalist.
The actuality is that, from at least 2006, Anders BREIVIK was covertly accessing (and positively engaging
with) the products of State-affiliated, US-based (mostly Washington DC) and Israeli-based politicaladvocacy and private intelligence organizations. BREIVIK’s interest in, and intense support for, an extreme
ZIONIST ideology, was built upon those particular early (and ongoing) contacts and engagements.

74

Anders BREIVIK’s pre-planned intention, behind his murderous attacks in Oslo and on the island of Utøya,
was therefore an attempt to assassinate the ruling political class of Norway – those who were taking a lead
(on the global, international stage) in efforts to create an independent Palestinian State. It was therefore
BREIVIK’s intention to ‘eliminate’ those Norwegians who had previously been perceived by those powerful
(and highly influential) US/Israeli organizations as posing (in particular) an existential threat to Israel.
BREIVIK used his faked identities and his faked political preferences to conceal his actual interests, beliefs
and intentions. That fakery reached its ultimate manifestation in the content of his 2011 ‘manifesto’, his liefilled testimony in court, and in his various post-trial writings (as published by the Norwegian prison
authorities). The purpose being, in those actions, to further conceal the true motive behind his horrific
slaughter of so many innocent (and mostly young) people, on that dreadful summer day in Norway.

END

74

The date 2006 is based upon Anders BEHRING BREIVIK’s first contacts with US-based Lawrence AUSTER, the creator and
head of the View From the Right (VFR) political forum.
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Figure

1

Two Days Before Oslo/Utøya

Note that this article in FrontPage magazine (USA) appeared just 2 days before the Oslo/Utøya attacks. Given Breivik’s known Internet
browsing preferences, there is a very strong likelihood that he will have seen this article. THIS ARTICLE IS NO LONGER ACCESSIBLE.
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Figure

2

BREIVIK’s Sources

From: ‘From ZIONISM versus BOLSHEVISM: A STRUGGLE FOR THE SOUL OF THE JEWISH PEOPLE, by Winston Churchill (Hat Tip:
Conservative Swede):’ The Wandering White, thewanderingwhite.blogspot.com. May 2010.
Notably, Anders BREIVIK identified one of his two particular heroes as Winston CHURCHILL (the other being Max MANUS).
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Figure 3

Timeline analysis postings by BREIVIK, and associated aliases – [1]

th

th

Internet blog/forum posts from the 13 August 2009 to the 5 May 2010.
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Figure 4

Timeline analysis postings by Breivik, and associated aliases – [2]

th

rd

Internet forum/blog posts from the 8 May 2010 to the 3 June 2011
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Figure 5

Timeline Analysis Postings by Breivik, and associated aliases – [3]

th

th

Internet forum/blog posts from the 19 June 2011 to the 18 July 2011 (i.e. 3 days before Anders Behring Breivik carried out his
murderous attacks in Oslo, and on the island of Utøya. Important post-attack events are also shown.

Aliases used by Anders BEHRING BREIVIK, as identified by the author of this report.
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Figure 6

BREIVIK’s entrapment blog – redirecting “Useful” links: circa 2009

This blog entry, by BREIVIK, was made in 2009. Each entry on the list carried a ‘clickable’ link to each organization’s website account.
The sites of particular interest – including (and in particular) the Axis Information and Analysis organization (AIA) – are highlighted.
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BREIVIK’s entrapment blog – redirecting “Useful” links: circa 2009 [2]

This blog entry – also identified as being by Anders BREIVIK – was made in 2010. And, again, each entry on the list carried a ‘clickable’
link to each organization’s website account. The ‘useful links’ list is unchanged from that of 2009.
The sites of particular interest are highlighted.
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th

BREIVIK’s entrapment blog – full ‘useful links’ listing, 30 November 2009

th

Shown is the ‘blogroll’ as per 30 November 2009.
Intelligence-gathering organizations are highlighted in red. Again, Anders BREIVIK was operating this blog under a pseudonym.
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Figure

9

The Vanishing ‘False-I/D’ Post

BREIVIK’s ORIGINAL SF POST (RE-POSTED ABOVE) WAS REMOVED, FOLLOWING 22/07/2011.
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Figure

10

The Vanishing US Intelligence Assessment

:

THIS AMY ZALMAN / US NATIONAL WAR COLLEGE ARTICLE IS NO LONGER ACCESSIBLE.
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END
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